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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC 'PI ON 
Purnose.-- The primary nurnose of this study is to 
explBin the use of nhotography in the classroom. 
1. Describe briefly the types of still pictures; 
their characteristics, and values. 
2. Exnlai~ how to take and use pictures in the 
classroom. 
Ju2tification.-- The following reasons are given to 
justify the writing of this paper: 
1. As nearly as this writer can tell there is no 
other study of its kind. 
2. T'r,e writer has enjoyed using teacher-made 
photographs in her classroom for many years to 
arouse interest an~ recor~ events. Children 
esnecially enjoy pictures with familiar scenes 
and faces. This was illustrated as far back as 
1/ 
1924, by Florence Williams, - who studied 
preferences of 939 fifth grade children for a 
collection of portraits on exhibit. She concluded 
that: (a) "there is a marked tendency for the 
majority of children to like the same pictures; 
(b) children like pictures of people, places, or 
incidents with which they are familiar." 
I/ Florence Williams, "An Investigation of Children's 
Preferences for Pictures," El. School Journal. 1924, 19-26. 
In summary, the awsreness of the lack of a similar 
paoer, and a strong conviction of the educational 
possibilities of using photography in the classroom 
provided the stimulus for this study. 
Scope.-- The scope of this study is limited primarily to 
the teacher-made photograph. However, character-
istics And values of the flat picture, the 2x2 
slide, and the filmstrip are included briefly. 
Limitations.-- Tld8 paper is limited by the lack of 
experimental research concerning the value of 
photography in the classroom. 
• ··----- --- ---·- ~ ---~~--~------------------- ...!;;._ 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Value of Audio-Visual Aids: For years teE~chers have recog-
ni7ed the value of auoio-visual aids and at least some teachers 
1/ 
have used the available materials.- Research indicated many of 
the educational values as early as 191?, but it was 1950 before 
teechers and educators were fully aware of its importance. As 
early as 192~ a few scattered courses were offered to nrepare 
teachers to use this new tyne of tool or aid more effectively, 
but today courses are offered in nearly every college and 
university in the country. 'l'he proper use of audio-visual aids 
reauires skill and many teachers are taking advantage of these 
2/ 
courses, because they realize that:-
"The task before the schools today is so broad in 
scope and so comnlicated in character that education must 
utilize every tested and ap1')roved method known. Only in 
this way can the schools hone to eauip each child with 
habits, 8kills, concents, attitudes, and critical thought 
processes." 
In the past the curriculum was narrow, reality was lacking 
and many students accepted the written or spoken word with little 
question. Today the purpose oft eaching is basically to arouse 
the punil and to clirect his behavior into channels which are 
desirable. Teachers consider the development of nroper skills, 
useful habits, understanding of concents, acceptable attitudes, 
and critical thinkine, the way to equip each child for living. 
1) James S. Kinder, Audio-Visual Materials and Techniaues, 
American Book ComDany, Nev• York, 1950, n. 9-12 
~/ Op. cit., p.9 
4 
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-"Since audio-visual materials motivate, they cannot be 
overlooked in any scheme of education.u Yet some materials have 
more value than others and then it is the business of the teacher 
to direct and guide the learning activities. 
Research indicates that educators are becoming more aware 
of the values of audio-visual aids in teaching. 'I'hey are find-
ing these aids a means of enriching instruction, developing 
concepts, getting facts, developing attitudes and interests. 
4/ 
Dr. Haas and Packer have this to say about audio-visual aids:-
"It is natural that in education we should appeal to 
the mind chiefly through the visual and auditory senses 
since it is possible that 85% of our learning begins at 
those terminal points." 
People learn by engaging in various activities but these 
activities must have the attention of the individual. Attention 
is secured by getting the student ready to learn. In the opinion 
of Haas and Packer, the best attention devices are audio-visual 
aids. They motivate, and add interest to any learning situation, 
and as a result they enable a student to learn faster, remember 
longer, and gain more accurate information. They are most 
effective when they are used to supplement the teaching skill 
5/ 
of the instructor. 
"Instructional skill that combines good audio-visuals, 
good teEt books, and tested teaching techniques creates an 
ideal learning situation. n 
3/ Kenneth B. Haas, and Harry Q. Packer, Preparation and Use of 
Audio-Visual Aids. Third Edition, Prentice Hall, Inc., New York. 
1955. p. XI, Introduction. 
4/ Op. cit., p. XI, Introduction 
~ Ibid. p. XI 
By 1935 the audio-visual movement had long since passed 
the initial stages and had become an imnortant factor in all 
training situations, however, there were limitations as Dent 
1/ 
said,-
5 
"The extent to which these valuable training materials 
are used and the degree of effectiveness with which they 
may be employed in any teaching situation will depend al-
most entirely upon the quality and amount of training the 
teacher has received. There is a place for each type of 
audio-visual material, however, none of the comnonly used 
material is instructional in itself. Properly used by 
trained teachers make it possible to teach more in a given 
time and teach more thoroughly so that the pupil will 
remember the useful information much longer.'' 
He also says that it has been demonstrated that large 
numbers of pupils can be taught more effectively with carefully 
selected audio-visual materials than by using traditional 
2/ 
teaching methods.-
Dent renorts that by 1949 audio-visual materials were in 
general use. Experimental evidence he.d favored the use of 
audio-visual materials. By that time most of the schools were 
making regular use of them. 
When we were throvm into war it "~NBS necessary to select 
men and women from farms, f8ctories, offices, and all vralks of 
life and train them in the important art of preserving their 
own lives i''hile meeting and defeating the enemy. 'l'o do this 
1/ Ellsworth Dent, 'l'he Audio-Visual Handbook. The Society ..t!'or 
Visual Education, Chicago, 1939. p. 4 
2/ Ellsworth Dent, The Audio-Visual Handbook. The Society .i:l'or 
Visual Education, Chicago, 1949. 
effective results 'Nus attc:st:=.:d to by tt.e succes:: of our armed 
forces. 
'.L':t1e no ,j ori t~' of the more cor:.:r:on audio-visual training cl ids 
tr<J ininrz r~robler"s of industry. Ind ustri<:1 grou-:Js v-'ere composed 
Hr:tjvit:t, 8!1r'l Vc'"Y'iou~ ;l.utier:o, rce. everyone coul,i undet'stc:;nd 
the internntionel lAngunqe of oictures. 
T~e use of 8U~in-visuRl aids hns been ste&dily increasing 
1/ 
"The imnortance of audio-visual education is today recog-
ni7.er1 by an ever in crea sine nwnber of tea che::-s v;ho find 
6 
thnt au.dio-visual "'lrocedures are in c:;ccordance vd th the 
nsturol learninp; E1ctivities of hu.rrnn beings. Tl-ley provicie 
lectrners 1Hi th realistic exyJeriences vrhich capture their a tten-
tion and ;)romote 'Jrogress in every educational area." 
There is still a challenge to this type of education. 
Jl/ 
Sands asks the followin~ nuestions: 
"1. Does the audio-visual techniaue give a nupil the 
re8ssnrance of satisfaction, the feeli:np: of accomplish-
ment in his learning? 
~ Does it brosden his interests? 
3. Is he richer in self knowledge? 
4. Do audio-visual :orocedures stir him to self expresion? 
5. Do they a~d to learninG a hanpy element of adventure? 
6. Do they enhEJnce his power to think critically?" 
17 LestRr B. Sands, Audio-Visual Procedures in Teaching. The 
Ronald Press, New York, 1956, p.v. Preface. 
?/ On. cit., D. 9. 
Finally, the following claims for properly used audio-
visual materials in teaching situations are supported by re-
1/ 
search evidence: 
? 
1. They supuly a concrete basis for conceptual think-
ing and hence reduce meaningless word responses of students. 
2. They have a high degree of interest for students. 
3. They supuly the necessary basis for developmental 
learning and hence make learning more permanent. 
4. They offer a reality of experience which stimu-
lates self activity on the part of the pupil. 
5. They develop a continui t~r of thought; this is 
especially true of motion pictures. 
G. They contribute to growth of meaning and hence to 
vocabulary development. 
?. They urovide experiences not easily secured by 
other materials and contribute to the efficiency, depth, 
and variety of learning. 8/ . -
Research in the field indicates that audio-visual 
materials have genuine value in teaching and that their 
effectiveness depends on the clarity of purpose for which 
they are used. 
The basic function of audio-visual materials is given in 
3/ 
the following paragraph by Wittich and Schuller: 
ttRegardless of the number and nature of mechanical 
devices f8r facilitating effective learning and teaching, 
the major ways in which human beings learn still seems to 
be seeing and hearing, looking and listening. It must 
eternally be realized by all those responsible for educa-
tion that the basic function of audio-visual materials is 
to enable learners to see and hear, look and listen more 
fully and discriminately and with greater comprehension." 
£:_/ Ibid. p. 84. 
Educational Research. Rev.Ed. 
950, p. 84. 
3/ Walter Arno Witt.ich, Ph.D. and Charles Francis Schuller, Ph.D. 
Audio-Visual Materisls. Harper and Brothers, New York, 195?. 
Status of photography in visual-aids.--
1/ 
Kinder reports that:-
"Each year more and more public schools are expect-
ing the teachers to provide additional teaching materials 
at the schools,- materials that are audio-visual. During 
194?, at least three attempts were made to outline 
"Standards of Teacher Competency in Audio-visual Educa-
tion. The ability to use the camera and simple photo-
graphic techniques appeared in every one of them." 
Everybody likes to look at pictures. It has been said 
that a thousand words could not speak as eloquently or tell as 
8 
much as one picture. "Photography is a means of recording for-
2/ 
ever the things one sees for a moment."- It is better than 
memory because it not only recalls things to our mind but it 
enables us to shm,· to others, v.rith absolute realism, what we 
have done, what we have seen, where we have been, even what we 
3/ 
have thought.-
Pictures are a universal language, neople everyw-here are 
exposed to pictures, pictures in the newspaper, books, magazines, 
billboards, and other places. Wittich and Schuller agree that 
4/ 
"Pictures capture slices of reality and tell a story all their 
ovm." 
1/ James S. Kinder, Audio-Visual l\1aterials and Techniques. 
American Book Company, New York, 1950 
2/ Aaron Sussman, The Amateur Photographer's Handbook. 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York, 1952, p. 
3/ Ibid. n. 
- ~ 
4/ Walter Arno Wittich, Ph.d. and Charles Francis Schuller,Ph.D., 
Audio-Visual Materials. Harper and Brothers, New York, 195?, 
p. ?3. 
Pictures help in creating the proper mental images and 
1/ 
this Gilbert Weaver- feels is the true basis of learning. He 
reys, "The image is the great instrument of instruction. Vvnat 
a child gets out of any subject presented to him is simply 
the images which he himself forr1s vrith regard to it.n 
Weaver also suggests the following ways in which visual 
2/ 
teaching aids influence the learner:-
"1. They attract and hold attention, because there is 
always a tendency for the mind to concentrate on the 
thing which the eye sees. 
2. They aid retention of information and visual 
images because the mental images created are easy to 
recall because of the intense interest at the time 
it was given. 
3. 'rhey assist in forming correct images. People 
interpret things in terms of their o¥m background of 
experiences, therefore it is possible to form dif-
ferent ideas about the same thing unless it is 
actually seen." 
There is hardly any sort of picture that will not usefully 
3/ 
fit into one educational context or another. Sands- says that 
to realize the important place pictures are taking in educa-
tion we should compare the text-book printed after 1950 with 
4/ 
one printed before 1930. He adds-
"In the modern text-book the pictures do far more 
than illustrate. They aim at a high level of interest 
at a real contribution to the learning process." 
1/ Gilbert G. Weaver, and Elroy W. Bollinger, Visual Aids 
'Their Construction and Use. D. Van Nostrand and Company, Inc. 
194-9. p. 5. 
21 on. cit. P. 6. 
3/ Lester B. Sands, Audio-Visual Procedures in 'l'eaching. '1'he 
Ronald }Jress, New York, 1956, p. 240. 
4/ op. cit. p. 240. 
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Pictures are usually far more meanin@Ul and concrete than 
1/ 
words. James S. Kinder- says "Pictures have an assured place 
in the teacher-learning process." 
2/ 
Kinder believes:-
10 
"The curriculum of today is looked upon as an ex-
perience. An atmosphere of reality has come into the class-
room with an insistance that the work be functional." 
Therefore the work of the schools must be related to the ac-
tivities outside the classroom. He says that audio-visual 
materials overcome the limitations of restricted personal 
experiences of nupils. They also overcome the limitations of 
the classroom. 
3/ 
Sands-agrees that "Properly encouraged they can vitalize 
the vvhole learning process." 
4/ 
Charles :B'. Hoban- says that a well-chosen picture may 
stimulate a whole series of spontaneous discussions and campo-
sitions or develop an equally valuable series of preparations. 
1/ James s. Kinder, Audio Visual l\!Taterials anc'l Techniques 
American Book Company, New York, 1950. 
2/ op. cit. n. 57 
3/ Lester B. Sands, Aunio-Visual Procedures in Teaching. The 
Ronal<l. Press, New York, 1956, p. 
4/ Charles l!'. Hoban, Charles 3'. Hoban, Jr. and Samuel B. Zisman, 
V:isuali::?inG) the Cu::-~iculum. The Dryden J:>ress, Inc., New York, 
1948. 
Our earliest language was that of pictures and lUsvJOrth 
l/ 
ll 
Dent- says: 
"As the printed letter or word has become further 
removed from its ancestor the picture, it has become more 
c:md more AbstrAct and more dif1'icult to understand. A 
technical discussion on a subject is understood only by 
those trained in the :field, whereas the same discussion 
nresented in our usual language with illustrations would 
be understandable." 
Therefor we must include in our educational procedure the 
maximum number of those things or representstions of things 
1/''hich aid in clarifying thought - in mnking objective the 
abstrsct. 
It is possible that some teacners feel that because they 
got their training without benefit of these aids and have been 
teachin~ for years without using them, visual aids are not 
necessary. .Some may also resist using them either because 
the;,~ are too 8Ft SJ' or too hard. Edf;ar Dale 
!;/ 
says: 
"A nicture is not a luxury, a frill, something to 
sugar coat learning. It is an integral part of the ~arn­
ing process. We talk of ~riters whose books are 
re cov!ll'~ended because the lr vrords Eire so vivid. But no 
writer eRn hope to compe~e vith a photograph. Teachers 
nraise euthors for their e:x-cellent tt,ord-pictures!l yet 
fail to use materials t~at ap~eal ~irectly to the eye, end 
not indire r;t ly tli_rougl1 the nrinted v_'ord." 
:J_/ 
Lester 13. Snnc1s ae;r•ec?:3 v.rith this as he states, "'reachers 
,_,,ho use this aid have a s-oecial power to brinr' reali t~r into the 
sc:llool-ror)n." 
1/ Ellsvrorth Dent, Tlle Audio-Visuc:l Handb()ok. ~:he .Society for 
Visunl Educ~tion, Chicago, 1939. 
2/ Ec1 n:ar De,le, Audio-V1sun l HctJ1od s j_n Tee:; ching. The Dryden 
Press, Ne-w York, 1946, p. 216. 
3/ Lester B. Ssnds, Au~io-Visual Procedures in Tebchin~. The 
!tonalo_ Press, Nevr York, 1956, -o. 11 .. 
12 
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Ellsvrorth Dent- noint s out that photographs, nrint s, 
filmstrip and slides could be classified under one general 
term- "visual communication". He feels that certain types 
of training materials properly used will increase the speed of 
learning and the span of retention. The most important of 
these materials is the visual because, "It may be sufficient 
to state that the eye is considered to be of primary importance 
thus ~ivin~ us the right to place it ahead of the other senses." 
8/ 
Kenneth B. H3as and Harry Q. Pncker-- also noint out that 
pictures crystalize ideas and form much of the basis for 
thinking. Without nictures the world today would not be as 
meaningful as it is nm1 to most of us. 
3/ 
Again, HFl r""'y C. McKeown,-
ttPictures orovide O:J':lortunities for the obtaining 
of the basic visuAl imagery essential to thinkj_ng and 
living. They help to provide in a vicarious 'Nay concrete 
exneriences with the individuals, events, activities, and 
things of t.he local community, as well as those of other 
peoples, other sections of the world and other times." 
He suggests that verbal descriptions are often cumbersome, 
sometimes inanequate and even impossible. Through pictures, 
the individual can see clearly and accurately and also file 
them away in the mind for later use. 
1/ Ellsworth Dent, The Audio-Visual Handbook. The society 
for Visual Enucation, Ch1cago, 1939. 
2/ Kenneth B. Haas and HArry Q,. Packer, Preparation and Use of 
Visual Aicls. Prentice-Hall, New York, 1946. 
3/ Harry C. McKeown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids To 
Instruction. McGraw-Hill Company, New York, 1940. 
Weaver and Bollinger sum up the status of visual aids 
in this way: 
1:/ 
"Research in visual aids will no longer be devoted 
to determining the effectiveness of visual materials since 
the experiences of World War II have confirmed without 
ouestion their value as tools of education. It is more 
nrobable that considerable time and effort will be 
directed to developing more effective ways of seeing and 
hearin~." 
2/ 
He beli~es th8t-
"It is safe to assurne that visual teaching materials 
should be used because they aid teachers to present their 
subject matter with greater ease and appeal and therefore 
attract and hold the attention and interest of the 
learners." 
lf Gilbert G. Weaver and Elr'JY W. Bollinger, Visual-Aids Their 
Construction and Use. D. Van Nostrand and Company, Inc., 1949, 
p. t.'5'71. 
2/ op. cit. p. 383. 
13 
Photogranhv in Teachinr;;. 
"Teachers all over America use photography as a help to 
1/ 
their work."- Powerful flAsh bulbs, sensitive film, efficient 
nameras, an~ all sorts of ready-made charts and scales have 
taken most of the guess wo:rk out of picture taking. 'rhese 
imnrovements mean the release of a versatile educational tool 
for thos nersons who c1o not have the time or dis])osition to 
make themselves snecialists in its use. 
21 
Sands-su~=~:~Sests some tyne of r.1ictures that teachers and 
students are taking: 
1. Pictures of instructional proceedings in the 
classroom, taken to record Group plannin~, in-
dividual renorts, constructional work snd so on. 
These documentary nhotosraphs provi~e naterial 
for analysis of the various activities and for 
exhibits of whet n;oes or: in tJ:e classroom. 
2. Pictures of instructional nroceedings outside 
the RchooJ .• This clASP includes photographs taken 
on excursions - photo0;raphs of museums, exhibits, 
buildir..gs, industrial nlants, ;8;0Vernment estab-
lishments, examnles of art, and community 
1/ Lester B. Sands, Audio-Visual Procedures in Teachin~. The 
' Ronald Press, l'Je"lfl' York, 1956, n. 255. 
?./ Ibid. p. 255. 
14 
resources generally; also oictures showing 
economical fects or social conditions. 
3. PicturAs of non-instructionRl proceedings. 
This class either in or out of the school -
nhotographs of recreational and social programs, 
picnics, parties, parades, assemblies, enter-
tain~ent, end athletic, musical, and dramatic 
events. 
4. Pictures of the school to be used for news 
or nublicity. Students take pictures for their 
own year books and newspapers; teachers and 
administrators take t:hem for record and public 
relations. 
1/ 
"There is no visual recording tool more expressive 
of our world today than the camera. It registers action 
that will never be duplicated, fixes patterns that will 
never be repeated, captures sensations that will never 
occur ap;ain." 
According to Hoban,- of all the arts the photograph is the 
most familiar to the person of today. Constantly present in 
the newspaper, in the magazine, in advertising, and display, 
it plays an important part in our daily living. He believes 
that this, plus the fact that visual images are basal to ideas 
and thinking, ffmakes it the most vital method of cofillilunication. 
It has become a necessary part of the language of education." 
1/ Charles Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, and Samuel B. Zisman, 
Visualizinp; the Curriculum. The Dryden Press, Inc., New York, 
1948. 
2/op. cit. 
15 
1/ 
Hoban-gives t•No approaches in the use of the photograph: 
(1) the direct experience of making the photograph by teacher 
and pupil. 'fhis includes first-hand experience in observing 
and making the shot. Making photographs can be part of a 
school journey to intensigy observation and to record the ex-
neriences of the trip, for reference and study. Also "Camera 
work by thA teacher is most important." Those teachers who 
travel can record their exoeriences of people, places and 
things to serve as material aid in the classroom. The second 
approach suggested by Hoban is to use the observations of 
others. 
2/ 
Dent-suggests another interesting use of photography in 
the classroom which is to combine the two by taking or using 
a picture of a pineapple field, for example, end a picture of 
some member of the class, then by photographic procedure 
combining the two to make a picture of that pupil in a pine-
apple field. 
The pupil is instructed in advance that he or she will be 
expected to tell just how it seems to be in a pineapple field. 
This sort of ohotographic trickery pro1res to be a great 
motivating influence and increases the interest of the entire 
group. 
17 Charles Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, and Samuel B. Zisman, 
Visualizing the Curriculum. The Dryden Press, Inc., New York, 
l948. 
2/Ellsworth Dent, The Audio-Visual Handbook. The Society for 
Visuel Education, Chicago, 1939. 
16 
Collections of pictures can include materials for almost 
all purnoses and can illustrate what is far away as v:ell as 
what is near. They may be obtained from newspapers, magPzines, 
industries, travel agencies, governmental offices, photographic 
services, museums, libraries and individuals. 
1/ 
Dean F. McClusky-suggests that pictures be used for vis-
ual testinp-. For example -
1. Cross out picture tests: Pupils are asked to 
cross off pictures which do not apply in a given 
situation or to underscore the picture which does 
not apply. 
2. Selections of pictures: Pupils are asked to 
select those pictures which do apply in a given 
situation. 
3. Rearrangement of pictures: A series of pictures 
which tell a story are presented to the pupil in 
incorrect order. The pupil is asked to arrange 
them in correct order. 
4. Relocation of pictures: Pupils are asked to 
correctly locate pictures with respect to a sit-
uation. 
5. Multiple choice of Pictures: A statement or 
auestion is followed b~ several pictures, one of 
which completes the statement or answers the 
question. The pupil indicates the picture which 
applies. 
6. Completion: The pupil is asked to place correct-
ly, p1ctures in a series in which there are gaps or 
omissions. 
1/ Dean F. McClusky, Audio Visual Teaching Techniques. 
Wm. C. Brown Company, Dubuque, Iowa 
17 
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1/ 
Edgar Dale~ feels that in view of the following qualities 
in a still picture, they should be included when teaching a 
unit. 
1. A picture provides a recognizable counterpart 
of the thing itself. It is a frozen slice of life, 
an unmistakable substitute for the original. 
'::>. It cl'ln be understood by everyone, it is a uni-
fying human medium. 
3. It can create a mood or an emotion; it compels 
feeling. For instance a Thanksgiving scene can 
induce thoughtfulness and thanksgiving. "It is 
literally true that we cannot have a better world 
than we can picture." We can improve our schools, 
our homes, the work of our churches only as we can 
develop certain images in the minds of people -
and pictures can create such images. 
4. It translates word pictures into visual pictures 
thus making concrete whst might otherwif:e remain 
verbal abstractions. 
5. For research: photographs of steppes Pre in-
stAntly vivid. 
6. As an aid to motivating and introducing, pictures 
arouse curiosity, excite interest and prepare a 
class for nevi subject matter. 
?. They make reports more interesting. 
B. Pictures enrich readin?-;. A student can under-
stand subjects better if he can see suppleflentary 
pictures. Illustrations make them clear and credible. 
9. A picture may correct a mistaken impression. 
1/ Edgar Dale, Audio VisuAl Methods in Teaching. The Dryden 
Press~ New York, 1946, p. 826. 
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Anna Verona Dor::-is-gives these n,u::,lities of a picture. 
1. They give correct impressions of abstract 
phenomena of nature or ~ive a concrete knowled2e 
of life and the world w~ live in, in a realistic 
way. 
2. They brinp; vividness when before was only 
vagueness. 
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To these qualities Harry C. McKeown- adds: 
1. Pictures are real, vivid, and bring clarity, 
enriched meaning, and emotional response. 
2. They provide motivation because of their 
imnediate ap~eal. 
3. Pictures are inexpensive because they can be 
used repeatedly and are ecslly available. 
h. picture should be used whenever it is needed to clear 
up something not easily explainable in words. A teacher in 
any field may introduce a picture when it adds clarity or en-
riched meaning. 
3/ 
-Photographs, nrints, charts and projected pictures are 
e8necially suitable for use in the primary grades. Number 
combinations and material for elementary reading are available 
on slides and film strip. 
There are unlimited quantities of prepared sets of pictures, 
slides and film strip especially for use in the intermediate 
1/ Anna Verona Dorris, Visual Instruction in the Public Schools. 
Ginn and Company, Boston, Nev'! York, etc. 1928. 
2/ Harrv C. McKeown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio Visual Aids to 
Instruction. McGraw-Hill Book Company, NeY.T York, 1940. 
3/ Ellsworth Dent, The Audio Visual Handbook. The Society for 
Visual Education, Chicago, 1939. 
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grades. These include mRterials for language arts, basic 
study skills, mathematj_cs guidance, the social studies, health, 
safety, music, physical education and other subjects. The 
problem is one of selection and not scarcity. 
Applying Visual Materials to Special Fields 
1. Social Sciences 
a. No more effective way to give a correct impression 
of life in Bnother part of the country or world than 
to bring into the classroom photographs, slides, 
film strips, etc. of places and peoples of that area. 
~. Lin~uistic studies 
a. Many teachers are finding it much easier to teach 
ftmdamental vocabularies by using both individual 
and nrojected pictures which are identified by the 
use of appropriate words. Furthermore some teachers 
use this same material as a testing device. 
3. Science 
a. Unlimited possibilities. 
4. Field of Fine Arts 
a. Collections of slides, showing different tech-
niaues for drawing and nainting are used eEtensively. 
5. English and Literature 
The teeching of English and literature may be in-
creased in effectiveness by using pictorial materials-
of various types. The pupil who is learning to 
speak with conviction will be much better able to 
20 
develop enthusiasm over his subject if he is illus-
trating his talk with photographs and slides. A 
series of slides will provide ample material for 
meny interesting oral or written discussions. 
6. Field of Athletics 
A series of pictures will be most effective to 
illustrate errors in performance and to achieve 
correct form. There are many professional film and 
film strip on baseball, basketball, archery, etc. 
7. Health and Safety 
These programs can be made more effective by use of 
film strip, pictures, etc. produced especially to 
meet the needs of such programs. 
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Dean F. McClusky- feels that the individual picture is 
superior for individual study and analysis. 
Limitations of a still picture 
Limitations seem to be only that their universality causes 
us to value them lightly. 
2/ 
Standards for judrsing as given by Edgar Dale- are as follows: 
Ask yourself the following questions for every picture you plan 
to use. 
1. Will it hel-p me achieve mJr nurpose? He suggests that 
it is essential to consider your primary purpose. "You cannot 
know what tools to use until you knm'T what you are going to 
build." 
2. Does the nicture give a generally true impression? 
Is it typical? If not, will it lesd to Virrong inferences? 
3. Is this a good picture technically and artistically? 
For teachin~ purnoses fidelity and richness of detail are im-
portant for ve want to show people what things look like. 
4. Will the picture stimulate the imagination? Pictures 
of the Grand Canyon have sent people across the continent. 
5. Will the picture Etdd to the pupil's fund of knowledge? 
1/ DPan F. McClusky, Audio Visual Teaching Technioues. 
Wm. C. Brmvn Company, Dubutlue, Iowa 
!1 Edgar Dale, Audio Visual Methods in Teaching. The Dryden 
Press, Ne·w York, 1946, page 228-231. 
Do not use a picture to show what children already know unless 
you can use the picture to create a new attitude or concept. 
6. Does the nictu.re give an accurc1te impression of the 
relative size of the object? 
7. Does the nicture have the proper amount of detail? A 
picture can have so many details that the central idea is ob-
scured and can have so few details thflt it shows too little to 
be worth using. 
8. Does the nicture focus attention upon one main idea? 
l 
Edgar Dale- says a picture can be read on any or all of these 
three levels: "(l) enumeration, (2) description, (3) interpre-
') r;; 
,,.__, 
tation." He suggests that we should develop "thoughtful seeing" 
not only with respect to pictures but with real-life situations. 
The habit of readinq: nictures would probably carry over 
to other experiences. 
A picture encouraR;es fl.iscussion and even when it seems to 
be goin~ far afield a good teacher knows that it may yield un-
2/ 
foreseen nrofits in the form of new interests. "Properly 
encoura~ed they can vitalize the whole learning process." 
1/ Edgar Dale, Audio Visual Methods in Teaching. The Dryden 
Press, New York, 1946, p. 232. 
2/ Lester B. Sands, Audio Visual Procedures in Teaching. The 
Ronald Press, Nevr York, 1956, p. 240. 
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Ellsw·orth Dent- says that experience has developed the 
follovrin,o: p;eneral notions: 
"1. Visual meterials are most effective when closely 
correlated to the course of study or curriculum. 
~.That visual materials will not suppl~nt the text book 
or teacher, but will sunolement and increase the effectiveness 
of the teacher and text. 
3. Thst the most effective visual lesson is one that is 
trAated AS any ~ood lesson should be handled. 
a. Teachers should be familiar with the visual 
materials before presentin~ them. 
b. Punils must be held resnonsible for mRterial 
nresented. 
4. That the or~ani~ation and administration of visual 
mBterials must be such that they are available at the precise 
moment "''hen the teacher wants them. 
5. That the inherent nature of visual aids - their con-
creteness- is Sl . .H>.h t1HJt they shoulrl. be excellent in nuality 
Rnrl. accurate in detail. 
6. ThBt a feT nertincnt illustrations are better than 
a score or more of less relAted ones. 
7. Visuel mcJteriels should make accessiblr; in tl1.e class-
r0om thet V"hich is othei'\I'ise inaccessible. VisuAl A ids are 
valusble elso in J:'ecrefltj_ncr in the class room famili;-u subject 
mntter'. 
1/ lUlswnrt'b :Jert, The Aur'l io Visual Hnndhook. The Societ,y for 
Visu2l Education, Chicaeo, 1939, p. 
8. no one type or class Gf visual mEl. terials should be 
used to the exclusion of others." 
TheJ:'e Are f!'Any reB son? for nsing nhotoc:ranhy, f i:rst of C:ill 
it can nroduce nictures of benefit to those v~o study them. 
1/ 
Sands ~ives thefe reasons for nhotogrenhy in teaching. 
"1'he tc)kincr: Ann stud:v of pictures make the young really 
see 1,vhat is around them. '1'hey become more m~~:rere of beauty 
and ugliness, more observant of acts, moods, patterns, 
history-of life. Photography, like art and music - whj_ch 
tr-._e schools also encourar:e - is a medhm of cun:municc:itine 
an:'recic:1tion of nc:1ture, culture, c.ond society. It rdves 
reins to imer:ination; it promotes intent thought; it is a 
lanpuar:e that with enual readiness can speak realistically, 
su~~estively, or abstractly. It nrovides the means for 
communication among p;roups snd is a tool for aesthetic and 
interpretive self exnression of individuals." 
Value to the teacher. 
The value to the teacher lies in what the teacher can do 
with it herself. Hov,r that photography j_s so much sim;Jlified, 
more f:md more teachers should realize the importance of pic-
torial records made by themselves. 
Value to the stu.dent. 
As for the student, the nrocess of photography - Selecting 
a subject, recognizing ~ood comDosition, analyzing the light 
and tekinc the picture - educate not only the eye, but also the 
whole pe:t>son. When neo~le have teken pictures for a while they 
\vill instinctively "make" nictures out of every thing that 
catches their interest. 
l_/ Lester 3. Sands~ AUd:io Visual :tJrocedures in TeAching. The 
Ronald Press, New 'York, l9f56. 
1'/ 
lj 
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Various sup ~1lementsr:v u cti vi ties will grow out of student's 
Picture taking. J:!~or some of them photography itself may be-
l/ 
come a hobby, a vo~rtion or even an art.- "Their pictures 
may ~Nell become a nucleus for analysis and review by the whole 
class. And the incentive to learn something will be redoubled 
\Vhen pupils' ovrn photogrephs are going to provide the subject 
or the medium of inst.ruction.n 
The teAcher must know which teaching tools can best achieve 
the desired results in a specific learning situation. In the 
C8.se of visual aids, this includes knm~.rledge of the character-
istics advantages, 8nd limitations of each tyne of visual-aid. 
Each type has its advantages 8nd limita;ions which the writer 
will discuss briefly. 
'l'ynes of Visual-Aids, Their Ch11ra0teristics and Values. 
The Flflt Picture: The first to consider is the flat Pic-
ture, a hi~hly important tyne of audio-visual material. ~hey 
are inexpensive, readily available to all teachers and as re-
2/ 
search suggests, "bj,o:hly effective as a means of communicating 
ideas." They are a flexible aid end can be used at every stage 
of the learning urocess. 
1/ Lester B. Sands, Audio Visual Procedures in Teaching. 'rhe 
~onald Press, Nev' York, 1956. 
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?/ V/fllter Arno Wittich, Ph.D. ello CharlPs Francis Schuller, Ph.D., 
Audio-Visusl r~:aterials. Har·per end Brothers, Nevv York, 1957, 
p. 75. 
'?? 
1/ 
Wesley and Adams- p:ive the9e uses for flat pictures: 
"They serve well for motivation purposes; they present 
a bFJckground for understanding and ap,Jreciation; they 
act as a basis for comp<:irison. They may be used as a 
source for class discussion; they are effective when 
utili7.ed as reference material. They serve as an 
ap::.;roach for many activities." 
The effective use of flat pictures requires teacher direc-
2/ 
tion. Wittich and Schuller- say that they should be used for a 
snecific purpose in n lesson and then placed on the bulletin 
board. The teacher 'Nho recognizes individual differences in 
ability to internret pictures will secure the most satisfactory 
results from its use. 
Still pictures must meet certain standards of truthfulness. 
Nothinp: will he gained if the picture fails to give a correct 
impression. Use pictures that are selec~ed with care and 
accurately printed. Pictures selected and used with care offer 
3/ 
the following contributions to teaching.-
"Still pictures can translate word pictures into 
visual pictures. 
For research, the still picture serves widely; and 
not only for younger children whose reading ability 
is limited, but for every s tud.ent in the school. 
Still pictures can serve well in introducing and 
motivating. 
1/ Edgar B. W8sley and Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social Studies 
Tn the Elementary Schools. D.C. Heath Company, Boston, 1946,p.239. 
2/ Walter Arno Wittich,Ph.D. and Charles Francis Schuller,Ph.D., 
Audio-Visual Materials. Harper and Brothers,New York,l95?,p.l04. 
3/ Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Tesching. The Dryden 
Press, New York, 1948, p. 224. 
Children can use still pictures in preparing reports. 
Still pictures, of course, enrich reading as nothing 
else can. It is true that dlrect experiences are far 
more vivid than a pictorial substitute, but the oppor-
tunities for annlying such direct experiences to read-
ing are sometimes limited. 
Pictures serve to correct mistaken impressions. 
Still pictures can help in recanitulating a unit." 
1/ 
Edgar Dale sums up these seven points with the question,-
"Would you think of teaching a unit without assigned 
reading? Then how can you think of teaching certain 
units without assigned pictures also? For words and 
pictures are two media for communicatin~ the same 
substance." 
A picture is only valuable when it is used effectively and 
to put across a certain point. Usually the smallest number of 
pictures pertinent to the subject should be used. To obtain 
2/ 
the best results these steps should be observed:-
"Prepare the student. Interest may be aroused by 
telling the student what to observe. 
Present the pictures. Place emphasis on the important 
facts and allow sufficient time. 
Apply information. The student should be able to 
apply the information obtained from the picture as soon 
as possible. 
Check student understanding. 
Review. 
1/ Edgar Dale, Audj_o-Visual Methods in Teaching. The Dryden 
~ress, New York, 1948, p. 226. 
2/Dr. Kenneth B. Haas and Dr. Henry Q. Packer, Preparation and 
Use of Audio-Visual Aids. Third Edition, Prentice Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1955, p. 156. 
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There are three ways of using still pictures (l) individual 
insuection, (2) the bulletin board, (3) the opaque projector. 
Many small pictures may be placed on a reference table for 
individual ins·oect ion. This writer has used an 8xl0 photograph 
for a eroup of three or four. After using in a group the 
picture should be exhibited on a bulletin board where a student 
may re-examine it. The opaque projector is necessary if the 
picture is to be projected. Ho·wever, as this needs a 
thoroughly dark room and the machine is cumbersome it would 
seem advisable to use photoeraphs individually and project the 
slide and the filmstrip. 
Pictures cannot be thrown at the pupils and be expected 
to accomnlish very much. Teachers mrnt plan for the use of 
pictures, and they must be used with a definate purpose in 
1/ 
mind.- Children must be taught 
"How to study them, what to look for, how to com-
pare and criticize, how to evaluate, and how to 
relate the pictures to other curriculum materials." 
Pictures should be suitable to the grade level and care-
fully labeled, catalogued, and filed. 
1/ James s. Kinder, Audio-Visual MateriF1ls and Techniques. 
American Book Com:oany, New York, l950, p. 103. 
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The still picture is invaluable in our modern classroom. 
1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 
Re8earch by A
1
lexander7 Brown/ ,-Fogelson,- Gregory,- Syer,-
6, ? 
Mendenhall,- and Buswell,- leave little doubt as to the interest, 
stimulation and teaching efficiency of the still picture. 
1/ M. E. Alexander, nprenaring and Filing Mounted Materials." 
'Thirteenth Yearbook, National Education Association. Aids to 
Teaching in the Elementary Schools, Washington, D.C. Department 
of Elementary School Principals, 1934, pp. 194-8. Gives detailed 
instruction for mounting and filing pictures. 
2/ E. A. Brown, "Albums ss Teaching Aids". Thirteenth Yearbook, 
National Educatj_on Association. Aids to Teach1ng in the 
Elementary School, Washlngton, D.C. Department of Elementary 
School PrincipRls, 1934. pp. 199-203. Reviews ways to make 
albums, including data on picture sources, arrangement and 
classification. 
3/I. D. Fogelson, "Use of Pictures in Mathematics." Chicago 
Hchool Journal, 1946, pp.65-8. Encourages the illustration of 
mathematical principals by pictures. 
4/G. Gregory, "Graphic Aids in our Visual Education Program." 
Grade Teacher, 1945, pp.50-l. Sug~ests types of pictures. 
5/Henry Vv. Syer, "A Classification of Mathematical Instruments 
and Sources of Their Pictures.tt National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics. Eighteenth Yearbook, p. 194. Suggests that pictures 
should always be considered a method to increase the number of 
concrete experiences and objects with which the class can be-
come familiar. 
6/ J.E. Mendenhall and Maria E. Mendelhall,"The Influence of 
Familiarity Upon Children's Preferences for Pictures and Poems." 
Lincoln School Rese~rch Studies, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, l933, p. 69. Gives standards for selec-
tion of illustrative material. 
?/ G.T.Buswell, How Peo;)le Look at Pictures. University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1945, p. 198. Tested the 
nature of the movement of the eyes of two hundred individuals 
as they looked at pictures of different types. He stated that 
the "directions given nrior to looking at a picture have a 
m.:1rked influence unon the character of perception. n 
.. "..... .. . . . . ··-·. ·1·;-'-'----- '---·-·"-"-····-··.:.c •... c --'··c.-~'-~----··'-'·'·· ·---~-'--··---··-"-'-
As a summary Haes and Packer- suggest a list of 11 do's" 
for the use of the still ~icture. 
11Do utilize the countless numbers of excellent pic-
tures and nhotographs available for teaching. 
Do collect ~ictures from all available sources. 
Do mount pictures on suitable backgrounds. 
Do prenare your photoeraphs to illustrate specific 
teaching problems. 
Do prenare the student before presenting the picture. 
Do show only large pictures in front of the classroom. 
Do point out the imnortant points in the picture. 
Do discuss or apuly the information in the picture. 
Do test the students understanding of the picture. 
Dn review the nroblem by reshowing all pertinent 
nictures. 
Do follow un the nroblem by showing the pictures on 
the bulletin board. 
Do photograph field trips to facilitate follow uu 
study. 
Do photogranh student progress and special events. 
Do use home-made pictures for publicity vrork. 
Do catalogue and file all pictures and photographs 
for easy reference." 
The ?x2 Slide. 
The 2 x 2 slide has comme~ded itself to a great many 
teachers for tvro reasons ( 1} they can turn out their own nic-~ ]./ 
tures in color and (2} the slide urojector is so easy to run. 
I/Dr. Kenneth B. Eaas anrl Dr. Henry 0,. Packer, Preuaration and 
Use of Audio-Visual id.r'ls. 'l1hl'rd Edit1'on Pr nt1' IT"'ll I 
. • . ~ -- J ' •. e c e - 1u ' n c • ' 
New York, 1945, lJ• 159. 
-;>/ Lester }). Sr:=m1s, Audio-iTisual Procedures in Teachinp;. The 
" Ronald Press Connany, New York, 1956, p. 313. 
Both teaclJe!'s anrl pupils have disc~vered that they can make a 
slide out of pr8 ctically anythin?:: in their ovm community. Some 
of t>,e Advantc=v::.:es are that they are small and vrill go into a 
sm.Elll c0!1t:-:tiner. If mou.:1tu1 in r).Eif;f the~r c:;re v;ell protected 
from damag:e an:'\ v1eather. In sho:r·t the slide is cJD extremely 
convenient and flexible aid. One other advantage is that slides 
C8E he arransec'J in v/hatever order vrill bef'.t suit a particular 
Shrming of slides like other visual devices should be 
plenned to ensure their fitness to both the subject and the 
pupils. Standarc1s f0r the use of slides are much the sam.e as 
1/ 
those given for the use of other visual aids. Dent,- and 
?/ 
McClusky- suggest standarrl.s, advantae:es, and limitations of the 
slide. 
Dent gives these standards for slides: 
"1. The slide should be absolutely accurate in 
portrayinr; that i'Jhich is to be projected on the 
screen. 
2. The nhotograuhic nuality of the slide should 
be of the very best. 
3. The attractiveness of the slide will have 
much to do with its teaching value. 
4. There should be a concentration of attention 
on the essential elements to be noted or illus-
trated with the slide. 
5. The slides in any group should be of the 
same si7e or nicture area." 
!7 Ellsworth Dent, The Audio-Visual Handbook. The Society for 
Visual Education, Chicae,o, 1939. 
?./Dean F. McClusky, Audio-Visual Teaching Technioues. Wm. C. 
Erown Comnany, Dubuque, rowe. 
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Teechers have found that a few slides, carefully selected. 
nnd nrouerly used to illustrate snecific points or to becoBe 
the b~sis for classroom discussion, ~ill serve much better than 
a large set of slides containin~ some ~hich do not contribute 
.. 1/ . 
to the presentation. 
2/ 
Some advantages are-
"1. They constitute the best visual aid for group 
instruction. 'I'hey are uarticulerly valuable in 
developmental lesson. 
2. They profit by projection which compels atten-
tion by semi-darkness, and by an enlarged picture 
vrhich produces an illustion of reality. An illumi-
nated nicture becomes impressive by the mere fact 
of illumination. 
3. It makes possible a detailed study by all 
pupils of the material reproduced. 
4. It stimuletes reflective thinking." 
3/ 
Other advantPges are: 
"1. They offer a maximum of brilliance in the 
projected ima~e. 
2'. The image remains steady and may be left on 
the screen for any desired length of time. 
3. It is not necessary to have too dark a room. 
1/ Ellsworth Dent, The Audio-Visual Handbook. The Society for 
Visual Education, Chicago, l939. 
2/ Dean F. McClt:sky, Audio-Visual Technj_oues. Wrr. C. Brown, 
Dubuque, Imna 
3/ Ellsworth Dent, op. cit. 
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4. They serve the followinrr purposes: 
a. To stimulate interest. 
b. To introduce new subject matter. 
c. To develop background. 
d. To clinch facts during discussion periods. 
e. To present vocabulary in the teaching of 
reading. 
f. To help timid children recall facts. 
g. To use 8S a review at the close of dis-
cussion. 
h. To nrovide opportunities for training in self 
expression. 
As a child looks at 8 nicture he may recognize other things 
a bout which he rna y like to knov.r more. These should b e come sub~ 
1/ 
jects for further investigation. McClusky- says "Children 
shoulrl be taught to expect a slide repeatedly - studying only 
the part of the picture that has significance for the problem 
at hand." Most writers agree that one of the 1imitations is 
that its use could develop into a mere picture show. One way 
to avoid this is to knO'N in advance the spot vrhere use of a 
slide would help in the improvement of a lesson. Haas and 
?./ 
Packer- sup;gest usin~ a 3x5 card to summarize each slide to 
make the teaching more effective and save time. Slides should 
be arranged in prouer order and presented in orderly fashion. 
As there is a limit to the amount of knowledge 8 person can 
retain they feel that it is wise to limit the number of slides 
l/ Dean :1:!'. McClusky, Audio-Visual Techniaues. Wm. C. Brown, 
Dubuque, Iowa. 
2/ Dr. Kenneth B. Haas and Dr. Harry Q. Packer, Preparation and 
Use of Audio-Visual Aids. Third Edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1955, p. 48. 
-i 
I 
to no more than a person can master at one time. If' the 
information is apnlied Bnd the student's understanding of the 
lesson tested the danger of a mere picture show is lessened. 
A nui7. card is suggested or objective examinations of the 
true-false, multinle choice, matching or completion type of 
examinAtion. 
'rhere are many commercial slides available to meet a 
f:reat many educc,tional needs. However, one great advantage of 
the 2x2 slide is the ease with which both teacher and pupil 
1/ 
can make their own slides.-
"Projection of the resultant slides means more than 
merely showing the pictures to look at; it means 
reliving the whole experience. And that is education 
in one of its deeper, more durable meanings." 
Slides are not difficult to make and as this paper is 
about nhoto~raphy the writer will discuss briefly the making 
of a 2x2 slir1e. 
Ho·w to Make Slides 
Slides can be made with (1) cellophoane, (2) etched glass, 
(3) plain glass, (4) silhouettes, and (5) photographic prints. 
~he 2x2 slide is being used in teaching more and more because 
they can be made to pertain to specific things. Slides can be 
either black and white or color. They are not exnensive and 
are returned to you in a card-board mount, ready to show. 
1/ Lester B. Ssnds, Audio-Visual Procedures in Teaching. The 
Ronald Press, New York, 1956, p. 313. 
" 
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This writer feels that it is best to mount these slides in 
glase before they are spoiled by heat or careless handling. 
Glass mounts and binding material together with directions for 
using may be purchased in any photographic store, and the time .. 
s:oent is well worth while. 
Black and White Slides. 
l· For black and ·white slicles select a rather fast film and 
36 
follo~ the di~ections ~hich accomoany the film for best results. 
If you are usin,cr, ordinEJry black and white film, select the 
ner:atives you wBnt and have them converted to positives for 
slide use. Kodak Direct ?of'itive :Panchromatic l!'ilm, when ex-
posed in a earners will yield a direct nositive for a slide 
instead of the usual negative. 
Color Slides. 
Kodachrome slides are made vl'i th 35mm. Kodachrome film. 
As color film reauires more time and better light conditions 
than balck and white, directions which accompany the film should 
be followed carefully. 
2/ 
Willard D. Morgan- gives these important points to observe 
in order to make the final projected slide more effective. 
1/Dr. Kenneth B. Haas, and Dr. Harry 0,. PackAr, Prenaration and, 
Use of Audio-Visual Aids. Third Edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1955, p. 59. 
2/Willard D. Morp;an, "Lantern Slides for Projection". The New 
Yeica Manual. Morgan and Lester, Publishers, New York, l951, 
p. 265. 
"1. Be selective in subject matter. Concentrate 
upon the essential part of tl:e subject and fill 
the view finder with what you see to be important. 
2. A neutral backl!,round helps to give greater 
interest to the main foreground subject. 
3. •rry to g;et the foreground sharp right down to 
the bottom of the picture. 
~. Catch the natural positions of people, and 
avoid tl:e deadpan stare. 
5. It is taken for granted that careful focusing, 
exposure, all add up to the makin~ of fine 
transparencies. 
6. btrive for picture variety, as well as change 
in camera position. 
7. Use a few orientation pictures in every group 
of subjects. Such pictures help to change the pace 
from general to selected scenes and give unity to the 
slide set. 
8. Actually, the essentials for making good pic-
tures for projection are the same as making good 
photographs f)r any other purpose." 
In discussing visual communication of ideas, Robert De 
1/ 
Keiffer- says, 
"The projected transparency, if effectively utilized, 
is one of the most useful visual mate~ials at our 
disnosal. 'I'here are no areas in the school curriculum 
that cannot be interestingly comnlemented with slide 
material. 1Iany schools have authorized the science 
class or the photography class to make slides for 
teaching purposes." 
1/ Robert De Keiffer, uvisual Coil1ffiunication of Ideas." The New 
Yeica Manual. Morgan and Lester, Publishers, New York, 1951, 
p. 284. 
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1/ 
A teacher must kno·w hm'! to use a slide projector. - 'rhe 
principles of oueration of each machine are much the same; 
however he should follow the directions which accompany the 
machine. 
Slide Projectors: 
Illustrated catalogues may be obtained for 
the ~.V.E. Tri-purpose ~rojector write to 
Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. 
the Bausch an<1 Lomb Combined Balo:pticon v.rri te to 
Bausch and Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, New York 
the Spencer Combination Delineascope write to 
.Lunerican Outical Comuany, 13uffalo, New York. 
38 
1/ Dr. Kenneth 3. H~as Hnd Dr. Harry Q. Packer, ~renaration an6 
U~e of Audio-Visual ~ids. Third Edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Nevr York, 1955, p. 53. 
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'l'he Film 0tri T> 
Some teachers prefer the filmstrip because it is so eesy 
and simnle to use, light in weight, and efficient enough to 
produce bright pictures in a room nartially lighted. It tells 
a complete story, hawever, it is not as flexible as the slide 
or the separate picture. In the past it has not alwc:ys been 
exnertly orgEmi7 ed, hmvever today it hn s ccwe to he rer:_;E rded 
as one of the most reliable and important of the teaching aids. 
1/ 
:::lflnn s savs 
"Pronerly ga~e~ to fit t~e needs of the pupils, 
it v·iLl heln builr1 vocabulary as well as to 
!)ropose nev' idens EJnr'l eypo1md prjnciples." 
There are certain nractices regarded as standard in the 
. 2/ 
use of filmstrip such as:-
1. 1:-'renare the class by an introductory dj_scussi m. 
2. Sftovr t}le filnstrip first CJS a ~~.;hole \::it.hotlt 
inter:r'UY)tion. 
3. There shoulct be enouGh reoetition to m2ke sure 
no important fact is left obscure. 
4. ~~e verbal mELtter should te re~d aloud. 
6. ~he filmstriY) should serve a definnte educa-
tion'l pur~ose. 
1/ Lcstror ·H. Sr-;nrls, _~_nctio-Vi_s1wl _Drocedures in Te::,_cr~inP .. The 
"rror•"' l rl pT'"'""'"' ~-[cq·.· yr"rk 10-,<' -, 7'1_-i·g. 
_.... l , - 1. C.> - \ .{ ~ ("", . ' > ::> ' .~ \_; ' I. ) ..• '- ' •-' ! ../ () ' .) • 
?I Ihin, n. 291. 
''2 t;'H'J't: n::>P in PF'C}' of tr·e visur:l r1ifls. It is exclusively e 
te1•ch:tnc~ nerU.11111 1iPCF":l'Se t11e r1ist.racti::l..o: entertainment ff1ctor 
1/ 
in :'lotion pjctnres is n<!t nresent. Robert De Keiffer- defines 
t1<.e filnstriD as e. 11 lrwicF1l seq11ence :Jf inn i virttm l nict ure s 
nrinted on 35.rrun. filn." He believes thc:1t its major contribu-
tior:s to eaucE;t5_on sre that it is relc:,tively inexDensive and 
is eBsily Droducea, nrojected, st~red, and ship0ed. It has 
been founct valuEthlc in the training nrograms of business c:~nd 
8/ 
ir~ustry, because- "of the pre-desi~ned pattern of ]resenta-
tions th~t standardi~es instruction and noints up specific 
trainino: problems." 
-3/ 
Sc:Jnds- P'i'~res these uses for filmstrip, n(l) they help 
puDils acnuire a backo:rouna of variety, taste and 
iTisual resources, (8) tlley inclncle matter that vvill 
lead to a reodino: reco~nition of words and phrases. 
Snn 'Jlementary rend. in(( c:md research are encouraged. 
(3) Sch:Jol classes f6r remedial readin~ are weil 
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served b;r filmstrip." 'i 
F ilmstrin not onl;r teaches nevr facts, it r11ay be used to 
-r·evievr or suiTlJYlarize material alrec:l(:1y taup-ht. 
discussion end. increase interest in a subject. 
It vrill stimulate 4/ .. 
"Filmstrips 
1/ Robert De Keiffer, "Visual CoE:munics.tion of Ideas". Leica 
Mnnua l. Willard D. ~.~orr~an and Henry Ivi. Lester, Publishers, 
Ne~.'r York, 1951, :'!. ?85 
2/ Ibid, n. 285 
3/ Lester B • .Sands, Audio-Visual Procedures in Teaching. 'fhe 
Honalr1 Press, Hew York, 1956, p. 300. 
4/ Angelica W. Cass, Usin~ Filmstrin With Adults. Educational 
Screen, Febru8rv 1951, Vol. 30, n. 61. 
brin~ reality anrt rneanin~ to teachin~ as well as a 
c~nsiderable savin~ of time." 
Another advantage of the filmstrip lies in t~e fact that 
each picturA can be -oro,iected on the screen for any length of 
timA. This gives the slow learner a chance to read titles or 
ask nuestions. It is also possible to turn back if the need 
:=1 rises. A filmqtri f) mR 'T be shown in a partially li.ghted room 
1/ 
whicl[ nrrwjdes enotwh lipht for note-taking. 'rhis Cass- feels 
is more conducive to a relAxed atmosphere than the completely 
darkened room, which in turn, "helps stimulate discussion and 
particination by the class." 
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The teacher shoulrl always preview a filmstrip before using 
it as an instructional aid. It must be suitable for the needs. 
and reading abilities of the group to which it is to be pre-
2/ 
sen ted. She -feels th8 t when these suggestions are follmved 
"filmstrin becomes one of the most powerful audio-visual aids 
to instructional effectiveness." 
I/ Angelica W. Cass, Usin~ Filmstrip With Adults. Educational 
Screen, February 1951, Vol.30, p. 61 
2/ Ibid. p. 61. 
How to Make a Filmstrip 
Filmstrip can be made with a standard 35mm. camera which 
will also make the 2x2 slide. The only difference is that 
every exuosure must be perfect. For that reason slides are 
easier to uroduce and safer until the teacher perfects his 
technique. If, hovrever, you do want to make a filmstrip, 
1/ 
Robert De Keiffer,- gives these steps to follow in developing 
this effective teaching tool. 
"1. Consider the problem. In considering the educa-
tional problem you wish to complement with the use 
of a filmstrip, ask yourself the following questions: 
a. Vihat is the purpose of the filmstrip? 
b. What objectives vvill it achieve? 
c. Who is tr1e intended audience? 
d. Hov..r is the production to be financed? 
e. Would other institutions be interested in 
using it? 
2. Outline the content. 
3. Develop the script. The outline should be of 
assistance 1n developlng the script. Ask yourself 
these ouestions: 
a. 1Nhat type of -pictures will tell the story 
best? 
b. 'VJhat should each picture show? 
c. What ser:1uence of :oictures will best present 
a well rounded story? 
4. Photogrc;ph the material. 
The Stereograph 
As the stereograph has been found to be valuable by many .• 
teachers as a reference material, to be used individually, it 
1/ Robert De Keiffer, "VisuEtl Comunication of Ideas." Leica 
f.!anual. Morgan ano_ Lester, Publishers, New York, 1951, p. 285. 
1/ 
should not be overlooked.- This arrangement encourages a 
leisurely study o~ details and the taking of notes, it tends 
to promote library work by pupils and to 1raw written and oral 
expression from them. The same principles govern the use of 
the stereosraph that B:)ply to other visual aids. 
Sands sums up the value of pictures in this 
~I 
vvay: 
"It should not be overlooked that pictures can help 
teach the amenities of life and even accomplish some-
thing tov.rard the apnreciation of beauty. They enrich 
the hone environment, they raise the standard of 
living, and what is more important of conduct. 
ThBY make no contemptible contribution to an 
intelligently democratic social spirit, if only by 
serving as nuclei of discussion. And they are self-
contained and self-explanatory: they carry their own 
cargo of information and perhaps of drama, without 
thB aid of words." 
Although pictures can do much for themselves it remains 
for the teacher to ~ive certain kinds of helo. Most n, ictures 
" 3/ 
need to be taught as well as looked at. SEtnns- suggests that 
pupils point out what they think are the important aspects of 
a nicture and have the teacher supplement the pupil's comments. 
In other ••mrds teAcher and pupils should discuss together what 
they find in pictures, drawing on their own experience and 
memory. 
1/Lester H. Sands, Audio-Visual Procedures in Teaching. The 
~anal~ Press, New York, 1956, p. 393. 
?./ Ibid, p. 
3/ Ibid, p. 
237. 
237. 
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CFJI_P'r:ER III 
USE OF PHOTOGHAPHY H!" THE CLA.SSROOM 
A!u=Jteur Photoa:ranh'r and its Use in the Classroom. 
-1/ !i ------
Edgar Dale- says this about photography: "By the least 
ex-:::ensive and most accurate form of portraiture possible, the 
camera has indeed brou~ht to the whole world a means for cap-
turina the fleeting present and for recapturing the past. If 
we take uhotography for granted today it is because nictures 
are inseparably woven into the fabric of every day existence. 
But teachers cannot make the mistcke of ignoring photographs, 
merely because they are universally used. For education, like 
other institutions of communications simply cannot get along 
without them. Indeed teachers might well equip themselves to 
use the camera, for personal pleasure as well as professional 
value." 
2/ 
Charles F. Hoban- feels that camera vmrk by the teacher 
carries the use of the photograph into an extremely imp1rtant 
function. Those teachers who travel can record their exueri-
ences and the oictures used as an aid in the classroom. He 
also sugr:ests the making of a photograph by teacher and pupil 
1/ Ed~ar Dale, Audio Visual Metho~s in Teaching. The Dryden 
Press: New York, 1946. 
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2/ Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr. and Samuel B. Zisman, 
Visualizing the Curriculum. The Dryden Press, New York, 1948. 
participation a step in training the pupil how to see - to give 
him his first tool in observation. 
1/ 
Harry C. McKeown- also adds: "A settinr; vthich pupil 
nhotog;rapher se::~rchs f:Jr and decides upon his subject, studies 
the relative imnortance of its elements and then ph:Jtographs 
it to brin,r:~ out '! .. ,hat he wants to emnha size, proroote s di scrim-
inating observation." 
2./ 
S t . -f' ·' t Ph t b -U«P;es 1ons , or 1-1 .. rna eur .o op;ran v 
1. Select area in which you feel a series of pictures 
would do the most goad. 
?. Jot down the names of objects or situations that pic-
tures will help you explain to your class. 
3. Limit your list to pictures you can take easily. 
4. Select those items which offer the most contribution 
to the lesson. 
5. Write aut the explanFJ.tian you want to place on back 
of each nicture. 
6. Divide list into two parts, one to contain all indoor 
scenes, the other outdoor, to avoid changing film. 
7. hfter taking and developing retake any of poor 
composition. 
1/ Harry C. McKeown and Alvin~ B. Roberts, Audio Visual Aids 
to Instruction. McGra,.-r-Hill Book Co., New York, 1940. 
2/ Anna Verona Dorris, Visual Instruction in the Public Schools. 
Ginn and Company, Boston, New York, etc., 1928. 
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8. Enlarge to 8 x 10 size. 
9. Mount all nictures. 
10. Correlate pictures taken with a definite past. 
11. Set un a filin~ system. 
1/ 
Ed~ar Dale- explains it simply that "By allovving the light 
rays of a subject to tall unon the film, the camera 9roduces 
a Dhotogrsnh." CAmerElS are eouipned with lenses which concen-
trate the li~ht rays from the subject to be pictured on the 
film. The inexnensive box cElmera has a fixed focus, whereas 
other cBrn.eras must be focused. This means that we consider the 
distAnce of the subject from the camera. 
2/ 
Eastman Kodak Company- believes you vvill get more enjoy-
ment from your picture takinP:, if you understand how the camera 
'Norks. 
Elements of a Practical Camera 
1. Camera like the eye. 
?. Film coatinr; knmm as emulsion forms an image and is 
brought out by placin,Q" film in a solution known as 
develoner. 
3. When film is developed and fixed it is called a 
negative. 
4. The final nicture is made by placing sensitive paner 
1/ Edgar Dale, Audio Visual Methods in Teaching. The Dryden 
Press~ New York, 1946. 
2/ EastmAn Korl.ak Corr..pany, How to Make Good Pictures. 
Rochester, New York, 1943. 'I\venty-e ighth :B;di tion. 
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in contact with thR ne~ative und by exposin~ it to 
li~ht for a certain neriod of time. The paner goes 
throup;h solution and the final result is a permanent 
nicture. 
Tynes of Cameras 
1. Box cameras - modest in price, thoroughly dependable 
picture makers in their intended snhere. 
P. Foldin~ cameras offer greater comnactness and carrying 
ease. The more pretentious ones successfully cope with 
rapidly movin.o~ subjects under adverse lighting condi-
tions. 
3. Miniature cameras are convenient and are designed to 
make pictures under a great variety of conditions. 
4. Reflex c8meras use a snecial twin lens principle and 
hn ve bip; view f inners V'hi ch shovr details the act ua 1 
si7e they vrill annear on the film. 
1/ 
ii.nsco adrl s t"hAt "All cameras are basically similar differing 
nrimarily in the anality of their lens, shutters and other 
refinements. One of t-he most de-oendable ,,.A:,rs to determinR the 
aualitv of a camera is by examining the lens Bnd shutter. The 
lens and shutter are the eye of your camera, they make the 
exnosure - t:he re..r:r1ainder of the CEl.merc=1 merely shuts out lil!,ht 
and holds the film in the correct nosition. 
1/ Ansco, Better Photoc:r,raphy Msde Easy. 
Binrrhamton, Ne1i·' York. 
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LeLse s - Usu8lly de signa ted by "F" numbers 1.vhich indict: te their 
mayj_mUB apertures. }!,or exarr~ple an "f n" lens hE1. s El maximum 
aperture tr_e rli8mt':ter of vrhic:h vrill §YO into its focal lene;th 
(distance from lens to film) eight times - its diameter is l/8 
the focal lenrrth. Box CEHr:te:res are usu9lly eouip)ecl v;ith "f' 16" 
lenseQ and ~ill ~o into the focal length sixteen times- there-
fore tLe higher the number f number the slov1er the lens. Color 
filrn.s A"e slol.\rer thAn bluck an" v.rhite and re•iuire a lens having 
a mnximurn anerture of at le~Jst f /6.3. thus the better lenses 
woul~ te ~esirahle. 
1/ 
Lenses - As e:xnln iLsr'i by :::~a strn.e n Kodek Comnany- - Tl1 e Etb ili t:v 
of a camera denends unon tnese two elements: 
1. In general the bi~uer a lens is in relati~n to its 
fo Cf~ 1 lenP:th the !llore li~~nt it 1nill ::Clr.:ti t in a ,q;i ,ren 
interval r:nd the v:reater the sco:~e it vrilJ 0ive your 
cemera. 
2. The spee~ of a lens is penerally CletGrmined by comDaring 
its diameter to its foc~l lenP:th ~nd is expressed by a 
symbo 1 "f" • 
The bP.st t~nJe of lens is anistignmtic - "~'!hich means 
nhoto o:rrt nhicslly thFlt Ute lens v:ill show cl eta il s sharply over 
1/ Ea strne.n Kodak Com-~any, Hov'' to Make Good Pictures. 
Roche3t€l', Hev: York. 1943. 1'v'enty-eighth Edition. 
Lens has total influence over the iTIE~e forning li~ht 
1•1l,j_ch strikt:os V:e filrr1. LenseE; tek:e m8ny forms f ron1 the simnle 
sinn:le eleJ'Tlent lens usn::1llv founn in mo::ot economical box 
c2meras to the most hi~hly corrected anisti~mAt (free from 
nistortion) lens whictl ma? be com~:Josed of six, ei.c~bt or more 
elements. 'l'f'e more com'Jlex tre lers is, t!Je gre;:1ter its 
nhoto~renhic ca~acity. 
S:h utter 
Only wjth the exact control of B ~ood shutter can you get 
the ~ood out of a fine lens. It should have sufficient variety 
of exnosure to suit vour need. 
, 1 I .. 
J.,nsco exnlr:~ins the follm,·in,g types of shutters. 
1. Single blAde shutter. 
a. Enuins box cameras, gives exnosure of about 1/35 
or 1/50 of 8 second. It may also be adjusted to 
give time exposures. 
b. ~~ere is little choice in exposure speed. 
c. Economical, simple to operate. 
2. Between the lens shutter 
~. Loc8ten between the lens. 
b. Offers a variety of shutter speeds - time - bulb 
1/25 - 1/50 - 1/100 - 1/400 of a second. 
c. Easily adanted for synchronized flash. 
1/ Ansco, Better Photopra'8hy 1'.1ade Easy. 
B j_nP;hamton, N 8':'' York. 
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d. Some have built in synchronization, permitting use 
of any simple flash unit. 
3. ~ocal plane shutter. 
a. Curtain type of shutter. 
b. Offers greater range of speed. 
Lens and Shutter Combinations 
1. For general use - pictures of moderately fast moving 
objects. 
a. f 6.3 lens and shutter speeds up to 1/100 
2. Athletic events - involving very fast action or varied 
indoor shots. 
a. f 4.5 lens and shutter speeds up to 1/200- 1/400 
'l'o "sto-p down" means to reduce the size of the aperture 
and thus to admit less light. "Stopping dov,in" results in 
sharper detail, but it must coordinE1te with the duration of 
the exnosure. 
After you have enjoyed taking pictures of children in the 
classroom, you vvill begin to see pictures everywhere. You will 
also notice other pictures and find that the experts have 
bePutiful cloud ef::t'ects which you have not been <:tble to get. 
Do not be discouraged for you cen get t~e same effect with a 
filter as the experts do. To usc filters effectively it is not 
necessary to dive into a lot of technical charts. It is better 
to leave that to the experts and to find out only what they do, 
the kinds to use, and how to use them. 
1/ 
Whet Filters Do-
Photo~ra phers use filters for tvro rec: c;ons; ( 1) to register 
the tones of gray more neerly as the eye sees them, (2) to in-
crease the contrast between them. 
Kinds of Filters 
Of the four types of filters, the Wratten filters in B 
glass are reco.IT',.mended by most authorities for amateur use. 
Actuall~ the amateur photographer needs only three filters, 
the yellow green, an orange and EJ red, and could do without 
the orange or red. However, it is well to know that there 
are other filters which you may viant to try later. 1:~-s these 
three filters for use by the amateur we will discuss these 
three only. 
ll Aaron Sussman, The Amateur Photographer's Handbook. Thomas 
Y. Crowell Comnany, New York, 1952, p. 215 
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How To Use Filters 
1. Yellow-green (Wratten K2) This can be used for both 
ortho chromr,tic and pc.mchromatic film. It corrects tyl)e B pan 
in daylight. It is used to darken skies, emnhasize clouds, 
reduce haze, and increase contrast. It is good for outdoor 
portraits, landscapes, distant vievvs, ws.ter scenes, snow scenes, 
mmmtain scenes and sunsets. It adds brilliance to a scene of 
normal color distribution. 
2. Orange (Wratten G) This filter can be used for both 
ortho and pan films. It is excellent for increasing contrast 
betvreen colors. It mAkes blue sky oui te dark and improves 
rendition of texture under a blue sky, of stones, sand and 
fabrics. It is also ~ood for mountain and airplane photography. 
3. Red (vllratten A) This is used for pan film. It darkens 
blue sky almost to black, producing spectacular cloud effects. 
It io ideal for photographing light colored buildings, statues, 
shiny metallic structures, faces against a dark sky and creates 
exQuisite landscapes and airplane studies. It is not good for 
shots of green vegetation, dark buildings, or portraits. 
::Jlie;ht under exposure vri th this filter produces night effects. 
The use of the filter then is to correct, distort, 
em.pha si7e, or change the contrast between colors. rrhe follow-
1/ 
ing table tAken from Sussman- should be helpful in the use of 
filters. 
1/ Aaron Sussman, 'l'he Amateur Photographer's Handbook. Thomas 
Y. Crowell Company, New York, 1952, p. 217. 
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COLOH OF SUBJECT 
Violet 
Indigo 
Blue 
Blue-e;reen 
Green 
Yellow 
Orange 
Red 
Purule 
Magenta 
A TABLE OF FIL'I'F.":H FACTS 
TO LIGHTEN, USE 
Blue 
Blue or green 
Blue or green 
Blue or green 
Green or yellow-green 
Yellow orange or red 
Orange or red 
Deen red or red 
Blue 
Red 
'rO DaHKSlT, U0E 
Red or orange 
Orange, yellov,r 
Red or orange 
Red 
Red or blue 
Blue 
Blue or green 
Blue or green 
Green 
Green 
There are some generr1l hints on the use of filters which 
may be helpful. 
A filter will not darken a sky that is misty, overcast, 
p7rayish or 1vhitish. 
Overexposure will cancel out the effect of a filter; under-
exposure will often take the place of one. 
If the sky is clear and blue, and you are photographing 
very light objects against it on panchromatic film, you won't 
need a filter to darken the sky. Be sure to turn away from the 
sun, however, and don't overexpose. 
A scene vvi thout contr;, st needs filters like red or orange, 
while a scene of great contrEJst needs the softening effect of 
the green or blue filters. 
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Early in the morning and late in the afternoon, filters 
are needed only for color correction since li~hting contrast 
is adequate; around noon however, they are needed for color 
c~ntrast RS well. 
It is imnortant to remember that every filter cuts out · 
part of the available light, therefore, it is necessary to in-
crease the exposure to compensate for the loss. 
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1/ 
1\.0dak Fill'l RecorJfllendntions-
Verichrome Pan: all-round black-and-white film for 
daylight and flosh picture taking in box and adjust-
able cameras. 
Plus-:X:: all-round blDck-ancl-white film for 35mm. 
cPmeras. 
Tri-X: for black-and-viliite pictures under dim lighting; 
sllould not be used with box cameras in sunlight. 
Panchrorw tic-X: for bh1 ck-and-v:hi te ner;ati ·ves of maxi-
murn enlerger=,bili ty; rea uire s {:';re<:.ter exposure thEm 
\fericb.rorcJ.e :ean. 
Kodn c.hron~e, l)t=; yligh t 'J.'yDe, and Y"odak Ekta cr:.roPle, J.)ay-
lir:>t 'l'y:Je: for color slides in sunli -:~1t y·i th cane:"n s 
te~ir~ 135 or 8?8 films. 
Kod8 c}-ronc;, 'L';rne l'', ctnd Kodak EJ-::tachron1e, '1'yne F: for 
color sli~e~ by flnsh ~ith camerEs takin~ 133 or 828 
films. 
Kodscolor: for color negatives and nrints by daylisht 
t=•nc'l flnsh ,,·.·jth c::ll roll-:t'ilm. cE·rwras. 
:8, i lJY! 
Roll filrr C0.'1sists of F1 le21c-:th of OD8C1U8 colored DEl rJF'r 
;··itY n sh0rtcr lern:tll of film f~~s~.enw< insic1e it. i'l!e 
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DE ·:e-r> not onl:.r ·nrotcocts i-}:C? film t:ut '!:J:'OYicles +he nic-
ture nLmllc;''S. On Konc=~k roll film, er cr1 nurr:bc:::· iE' ~~:re­
cec,ed c:r:n c_'olLn·r::d b:," t>:e nc·l:le of' tl·e filn as 2 rf'rtincle:::-
C:•C"2in~t usin.~" c:=:ncr:J. ::ettin;:s or f'l;:;s1-l dist;:~nces for ;:; 
c .. if~f'erent kir_rl_ nf filn tr-:.' J:l you c c:tuc.·.ll~r have. 
:.:.1'il'· f'!r ::--s5rur. c~:rce]~- s }~l.'f no b:-·c}:ir,~::; ~'"'::;er, Its 'lro-
t~~n~i011 co1·~~:~.r:. 1'r8r~~- ·tl-lc: P~etc 1 JTL(!6;:·.~7.irt{-~ in 1,·':h.icll. it l;_::; 
~~c,cked. 3rr:r•nsr:o tl.-,r;re is no 'J::'')tective FlD{:n:·ine int·J 
\_-l1icl1_ 35_rr1.rn v,.il1(1s r=.:s ,~lOll sn.c~ 1 ) ~~011r ·oictn_res, it's esE;(~Il­
t:L::.l ~-,n v:i:"l,:1 ·u·e entire roJl back int() its o~~ir-;in:<l 
c:.nistr:~" Dftet:' your lE:2t s:hot. 
17 EsstrlclE Kor'lek C0J1Fl~lny, How rro };r~ke Good pj_ctures. l(oche["tsr, 
N e•. · Y 0 r k , 1 9 !'57 • 
su·~,:o:estions for Jurlcrinr' Results v:i th Kodachrome Film 
1. Dense d2rk transnarencies 
Cause: UnRe~exnosure 
To ~void: Observe exposure instructions enclosed v•ith the 
film 
?. Thin, li~ht tr~nsna~encies 
Cause: Overexnosure 
T0 Avoid: Observe exoostn•e instructions encloserl '"i th the 
film 
C8u~e: J!,c:Jilu~'e to .r1Pke .:::tllov1ance in exnosure for sirle or 
bRck li,~htinp. 
To Avoid: If nossihle hAve li~ht behin~ the camera. 
Consult exnosu:re table if bnck li~htin~ is 
desired. 
4. Blurred nicture (<:111 over) 
Cause: Ce.r'JnrA 1'!8 s moved during t,:rw expo su:r:-e 
To Avoid: Hold the cane:ra steady and hold your breath, or 
use a more ranid shutter sneed and a corresoond-
in~ l8r~er lens stop onenin~. 
5. 3ln-r:red nictures (subjec:t only) 
Cause: Sub .i e ct moveri. too rn. nidly for shu-tter speed used. 
To Avoid: V'lrten tF1l-cin(J" fAst moving ob~ects use fast shutter 
speed and correct lens stop o0enin~. 
6. Poor definition 
C<:~use: Focusinp; o;)erntion was ne,o;lected 
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To Avoid: Ju~~e or measure the distance accurately and 
focus carefully. 
7. Picture misty 
Cause: Dirt or moisture on lens or filter 
To Avoid: Keen lens and filter clean. 
8. Li~ht streaks in nictures. 
Cause: Back of camera not properly attsched or a leak in 
case or bellows. 
To Avoirl: Return came-ra to manufacturer for repair. 
9. Circular snots. 
Cause: sun or lamp shining on lens. 
To Avoid: Shield the lens from sun. 
10. Yellow pictures. 
Cause: Too long a time elapsine; between exposure and 
-~rocessin'S. 
To Avoid: Do n0t leave partially exposed film in camera 
any lon~er than is absolutely necessary. 
ll. Excessive Redness. 
Cause: 1. Pictures taken in early norning or late after-
noon sun. 
2. Daylight Kodachrof'le Film "~Nas exposed without 
Kodachro!'le Filter for Photoflood. or Photoflash. 
3. Daylight Kodachro~e Film with Kodachrome Filter 
for Photoflood or Type A Film was exposed by 
orclinar:v Mazda illumination. 
To Avoid: 1. Unless Photographing the stmrise, sunset, or 
57 
other pictorial effects do not take pictures 
just after sunrise or just before sunset. 
2. Use the Kodachrome Filter for Photoflood or 
Daylisht Kodachrome Film with regular Photo-
flood or Photoflash illrunination. 
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3. Do not use ordinary artificial illumination 
for either Dayli~ht Kodachrome or Tyne A Film. 
12. Excessive blueness. 
Cause: 1. Kodachrome Film Type A used in daylight or with 
Daylight "blue bulb" photofloods, without the 
Tyne A Kodachrome Filter for Day light. 
2. Type A Film used in artificial light with Koda-
chrome Filter for ?hotoflood. 
To Avoid: 1. Use the Tyne A Kodachrome Filter for Daylisht 
with Kodachrome Film Tyne A when subject is 
in daylir;ht or under artificial liP:ht of 
daylight ouality. 
2. Use no filter and exclude all daylight when 
Type A Film is ex:posed by regular Photoflood 
or Photoflash Lamps. 
13. Scratches, finger marks. 
Cause: Rou~h handling 
To Avoid: Handle film by the ends or edges. 
1/ 
-Photor;raphy demends the sensi ti vi ty and imae;inc~ t ion of 
the painter or sculptor. It also needs the exacting judgment 
of what is vrorth pernetuatinr; and v:hcit is not. rrhe writer 
a~rees ~ith Sands when he says "The art of ~hntography is 
nrimnril~r the ebili ty to see the drama of our surroundings and 
sec')ndly to canture it in nictnres." In the opinion of this 
writer Sands sums un tt.e value of photography not only in 
visUBl-a ids but in every day li vinP: vrhen he v·ri te s: 
:?:_I 
"Photozraphy meets our need to see the shifting 
colors, the loveliness of line, the nower of mass, 
the grace of forn in the things we look at. It 
mc:tke s us perce-:;t i ve of movement, :)f tr;e character 
and spirit of persons, of the ronderful designs of 
nature ond of the inexhaustible variety of mankind". 
The nt~ber of picture is infinite if we keep our eyes 
onen to see them. 
1/ Lester B. Sanc1s, AudirVisual Procectures in 'L'euching. 'rhe 
Ronald Pre Sf:', 1-"Tev: York, 1956, p. 262. 
?/ Ibid, p. 262. 
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SuP'ro:esti:"ms for Use of Ameteur l)hoto,sraphy 
Posters 
Charles 
1/ 
Hoban- says "a poster is ct geometric ab-
str<=:~ Dt nf scene, action 0r ideft crec:1 ti:r..r:; stronr~ end lasting 
irmressions.ll 
2/ 
MarpAret Puffer- :in her thGses on 1>.rt gives tll.eE:e 
11 Re s5 D Pr:inci :Jles of Doster I·~aking": 
1. A ~nod noster should carry well. 
2. It should be simple. 
3. It should be interestins and attractive. 
Ll. It shoulr'l be convincing. 
5. It should leave a definite message. 
0he l?ives t:tis lesson pl<:m on "Ref:ldin~~ for };leasure". 
Objectives: 1. To encourc:tge re'·ding outside the cle<ssroor:J. 
lihrn.r;r. 
3. 'L'o nror'l nee tm c- ttracti ve pof;ter t.ht:: t ;:rill 
set forth the ides in a forceful direct 
1/ C't..,,_.,-.1"'"' 171 1·T,-,bnn ('hr,,-.lcs .,, l.~c ....... ~=- ,:~ _ • J .. ' ',_ c, ' v_t_ '·'. _ ... ., '·· .L • 
lfj_stlr-:li7in,;-~· +}-it." C11rT1 ictJlurn. 'l1ll.e 
l£L1S. 
HobDn, 
l)r~'d en 
Jr. sn': Jamuel B. L.:,j_sr.-.cm, 
Press, Inc., Rew York, 
4. Jsk chil~ren to "ive no~sihle slo~sns. 
rl'noic -
2). .t~.:l7ent 11re by -:-,he ? ire sj_c' e 
"''onlrl heEl 9'1lenrU.d torlic; for OlE' ~illotocrr•Jhic ooster. 
VF' t 0. :r' ie 1 s: l. ::Photcv:rrJ phi c 
CornmuJlit:' rwlne.rs - ~"ire.men, ;,olice, et,c. 
Activities 
Rules of conduct in the librsry 
P~ t.r iot i sr1 
fln~s, rAilroAd crn~sin~, etc • 
. z~.11 v"' r t. ' s i_ n r:: rl_ 1 s 1 1 r · :v f '::! r- r e ::: t of t 1 e s c h o o 1 . 
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Plhn ~or A Poster 
T5tle - Fireside Adventure 
Use-Sixth Grade-n~e 10-11 y£ors of B~A. 
Oh,iectjves: 
1. To 0ncoura~e rePrlin~ outside of the classroom. 
? • rpl') erc:)nr:.:'c.O:(; u~e of -t:]:e library. 
clttrn ct ive, v·ell executAd, l'nld '.dll convey the 
messn~e intended. 
l. ?~-..-?G" poster ri is~)lay bonrd. Ye llov.r 
?. Poster nsint for letterin~. 
3. ~n ll-1~" blAck and v~i~e nrint. 
Procedure: 
1. Sketch layout. 
?.. Check 1Joints of i-,:o.Jcl -noster n1c1kin~. 
a. A ~oo~ ~oster should carry well. 
b. It s:honli be s iJ:rtple. 
c. It shoulri be interest in~ and attractive. 
d. It shouln he convincinr:. 
e. It shoulr'l leave B definite messa~e. 
3. Block out the letters. 
4. Haunt e;.e print. 
5. Draw t1te ne ce ssar~.r lines for balance. 
"""· 
U(_ 
Examule 
l 
/ 
-- ---
Ph o+" Cj'r ~ ~ 
o.; " 
13 tl 'J \ ~ cl. I \ 'J 
I 
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j,nventu:re h:r riresirie 
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Pictures - Teechers doing Outside Study 
Public Relations 
Value of Publicity Photography 
1/ 
Victor H. .Senle s- v,rr :it ir:n: for Graphic Graflex Photo-
It is increA8in~ly useJ to attract the attention of a busy 
'~rnrld Hn0.. to '''in tJ•e fAvor of its 8reoccupied neoY"Jle. Based 
unon the nremise th8t "seein~ is believing't, publicity photo-
?rauhs sneak n unive~sal lan~ua~e. Effectively they convey 
me ssA p·e s, te::1 ch le .s.sons, uoint morels \\'hict: the vrorld other-wise 
rniP:ht be unvrillino~ to res d. or hear. 
Applications of Publicity Photo~ranhy 
To succeed in today' s busy vvorld ind i vin ual and 
or~ani7ations alike first must win attention and public ap-
nroval. Life's com~lications have become so confusing that 
:JeCJDle flo not know ~Nhat to believe. rrhey need to be told and 
publicity serves this need. 
rrechniaue 
Publicity presents ideas: 
1. strikingly, to command attention 
?. interestincly, to invite unc'\.erstandine 
3. concisely, to assure remembrance 
Requirements for Successful Publici t:r Photographs -
1. impact, to catch the eve 
1/Victor H. Seco.les, Value of Publicity Photon;raphy. Graphic 
GrDflex Photo;>;raphy • 
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• 
2. human interest, to hold attention 
3. good action, to communicate an idea 
4. picture auality, to clinch the conviction 
Viewers must be able at a glance to see, to understand, 
and above all to remember the story told, the lesson taught 
by that photograph. 
The teacher should ask herself before taking the picture: 
What story must be told? 
VVhst objectives must be achieved? 
What peonle must be convinced? 
How can the idea best be presented photographically? 
66 
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TePchers QQ.~ Field Trip 
A picture to be used for Public Relations 
ShcYwinp; teEtchers listening to a Nature lecture 
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Smnmer School 
Photoq,raph of F' late c')mer 
Trs.velogue or Teaching Unit 
1/ 
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Alvin B. Roherts~ Audio Visllal Director of Western Illinois 
University, l!acnmb, Illinois hes conducted field tours for hie;h 
school Rtudents or teacher ~roups for thirty years. He has had 
tr'e on'lortuni t:r of observing hundreds of people attempting to 
me~e nicture records of their trip. This work with many dif-
ferent teacher ~rouns showed that helD was needed in learning 
to onerate a camera, reading a light meter, selecting appropriate 
subjects and i!l comnosing and organizin<s a narration. Five 
years RFSO for the first time, Western Illinois University of-
fered a course in Field Photography in an effort to assist tour 
members in getting a better set of pictures, either for use 
·with grouns i!l their m~.rn corr.rmunities of vrith students in their 
classrooms. 
The first oart of the course centers on the operation of 
the camera, then the individual learns to load and unload the 
comera. He js also given pointers on how to hold the camera, 
hm·.! to relec:; se the shutter, h ')V' to use the range finder, how to 
set the ston, and shutter sneed. Practice is also given in the 
use of the li~ht meter and in transferring the readings to the 
camera. For those who do not have li~ht meters, instruction 
is given in the use of liaht charts. 
Considerable help is needed in the composing of the pic-
1/ Alvin B. Roberts, Field Tours For Hi~h School Students or 
~eacher Grouns. Audio Visual Guide. 
?0 
ture and it is necessary to become familiar with the basic 
nrinciules of composition. 
Many feel that all one needs to do in making a picture 
record of e tour is ,just to shoot whatever is handy and then 
organi7e the pictures taken into a Travelo~ue or teaching unit. 
·when a nerson working on such a basis returns home he will find 
he has many scenic sh0ts but few of the people, their homes, 
tl:e innDst:ries, agriculture, uroducts, methods of transports-
tion, ~ublic buildin~s and other sub,jActs that may be needed to 
give a we 11 rouniled vievr of tt: e re,sion covered .• 
Most teachers are interested mainly in a series of pictures 
that ce.n be used as a Travelogue which the;-:r may share with 
other people or they may ifmnt to produce a teaching unit. In 
this latter area individual work is required because of the 
various subject areas. At first it seems auite difficult for 
a person to think of specific pictures to take in an area that 
1/ 
is entirely new to him; hovrever, Mr. Roberts-has found that by 
the use of travel folders, booklets, postcards, and pictures 
selected froi'l magazines in advance - the prospective photog-
:ranher mA:r ret a ~eneral idea of the type of subjects that will 
be found in the countries visited. 
Basic categories in which pictures are to be taken are 
then listed. These will include such scenes as: 
1/Alvin B. Roberts, ],ield 'rours for High School Students or 
Teecher Groups. Audio V1sual Guide. 
1. topon:ranhy 
2. people 
3. points of historical interest 
4. cities 
5. industries 
6. arts and crafts 
?. recreation 
8. plant and animal life 
9. agricultu~al products 
10. places of scenic beauty 
At the end of the day the tour member should check off on 
a chart the uictures taken and the areas needed to be covered. 
The next step is the selecting and eliminating; most 
people feel that because the picture has been taken it must be 
used. This is not so, the slides shoul1 be selected on the 
basis of composition, exposure, trueness to color and other 
renuirements. They must then be organized for presentation. 
lfuny teachers want to present a travelogue to various 
~rouns in the community or their own students. The organiza-
tion of the travelogue then becomes a major oart of the photo-
P:rA.phic project. The common procedure is to organize the 
travelogue so as to follov! the itinerary. Regardless of the 
plan a travelogue neAds an introduction, therefore eight or ten 
nictures of the most beautiful and artistic scenes should be 
included to attract the attention of the audience. Following 
the introduction will be the main body of the travelogue. Then 
?l 
.·::..,. __ ._ 
just as a book needs a conclusion, the travelogue should have 
six to ten beautiful shots for the conclusion of the travelogue. 
These vvill serve as a summary of the trip a no will go a long way 
in determining the success of the presentation. 
Once the sli~es have been selected and organi~ed the next 
nroblem is oevelo-pinp: the m'lrration for the travelogue. The 
common errors 'Hhich tJ>e author noted v1ere: 
1. Do not nuote statistics because they are boring 
and of little interest. 
2. Do not start too many descriptions with the state-
ment, "This is a picture of." 
Some of the suggestions were as follows: 
1. Use a transition .sentence to carry the audience 
from one setting to another. 
2. ~emorizing the ooening sentence for each scene or 
the transition sentences will make the travelogue 
go more smoothly. The concluding slides should 
su_rnmarize the outstanning highlights of the tour 
and the narration should be brief. 
Some suc-P:eRtions for instructional units are: in visiting 
Hawaii; a teaching unit on th.e nineapple And sugar industry. It 
wc>Uld include: 
1. tilling the soil 
~. planting of the pineapples 
3. irricr,a t ion 
4. cultivation 
5. fertilization 
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6. the harvesting 
7. trBnsuortation to the canning plant 
8. loedin~ of the canned uineapple into ships to be 
sent all over the world. 
i .. similar set of pictures could be made on the sugar and 
coffee indust~ies. A photo~raphic unit on children of the 
11if:f'erent lands and on education as observed by those on tours 
rounc'l the \"Orld, vrould be of interest to students. 
Tne author feels that this course is valuable for, through 
the preparation, selection, and nar~ation of a good set of 
slides every tour Nember is able to share his exneriences with 
many, many others. 
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.L cJVe ogue 
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A picture story of children on the way to school using 
the cross li~hts and waitin~ for the police officer. 
1. Leavin.n; home 
2. Looking at t~e lights 
3. Pressing t~e ned e strhm button 
4. Cr8ssing on red and yellow lights 
5. At t~e school waitin~ to cross 
6. Cr,ssing under direction of officer 
7. Safe in t~e school yard. 







1/ 
Kenneth B. Heas says: 
"Takin~ a picture of a student at work gives him 
nride in his vvork". 
Objectives: a. To interest an indifferent stu~ent. 
b. To help ~i~ recall facts in connection 
with class work. 
c. To nrovi~e o~portunities for training 
in self expre~sion. 
1. Mfi terir:J.l to V'Ork vii th. 
?. Froto.o:raphic nlt::tcrials. 
1/ Kenneth B. Hoes anr'l H[::r>ry r~. :'::>F1cker, PreDC:Hation E:nd Use 
nf Visual Aids. Prentice-Hall, NGY' York, 1946. 
?6 
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~tur'\ent at Work 
l. Photogranhy Club - enlarKinf, a print 
? • Photop:raphy Club - develo:oing a film 
3. Classroom 
4. Panel discussion 




1/ 
Er1ga r Dale- SUf:O:e st s the use of t:h e photograph in Geog-
:rnnhv- npi_cturf'!s enc1 hlf' us to conouer 0bst;acles of spEJce <JnCl 
time.'' PictTrinl mz:,terials on :Sg;rnt, etc. bring these places 
into the classroom. 
He feclD tl::c.~- ::::l~ilJ j s necef'S':lrV in usi.r:g Geograp:hy Die-
tnres. If crdldren r)::r~e to understand t:he full mcaninp, of a 
~icture, the narts of the nicture muEt be related to one an-
ot.}l8r c-~ no to the nupils' nrevious exne rience. .hs an ezarn.ple 
p, c:hild should not renort just Vlb_Ftt he sees as 11 1 Sf~e a th_e::tctwd 
r">of "''hich is built on 8 very sharp E,no:le," bnt understt=md thnt, 
if the roof is steen, it is likely thnt the rainfall is heavy. 
'I'he amount [:JDd kinr1 of clothing may indicEJte whether the people 
live in the tropics, temperate zone, etc. 
"To study nictures scientifically, you mu~t do more than 
describe vrhflt you see. L~ere nescription does not usually re-
a uire mucrt seop;ra phi c thinking. But to interm:·et vrha t you see, 
you I'lust bring to bear 811 tl1e relnted informstion previously 
learned." 
Eaith Parker remarks that from e grouD of landscape pic-
tures A sjxth grade class should be able to report accurately 
pJ 
t:h e follm'Jinv.: 
l. The major pn;vsic:al char2cteristics and outstEmd-
1/ E~gar Dale, Audio Visual Eethods in Teaching. T:he Dryden 
J5re ss, Nm1i York, 1946. 
2/ "Pictures as Laboratorv KRterials in Geography", Education, 
T:I£1 rch l94t!, n. L137 .. 
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in~ features of the rc~ion. 
2. Evi~ences, in the foTI~ of man made features in the 
landscape, th8t the resion is settled densely, 
sparsely or m~derately, and evidences of dif-
ferences in t.r'e densit;r of popule.tion in different 
parts of t}'e region. 
3. Evidences, in the form of srJe cific landscape 
features that activities a (farminr for example, 
b, c, d, etc. seem to be ma,ior ways of making a 
living in the region. 
~. In1ications, such as specific types of natural 
vegetation, crops, clothing, houses, etc. seen, of 
climatic conditions that prevail in the region. 
5. Characteristics of the climate t~at seem thus to 
be indiceted. 
6. Evidences, such as roads, vehicles, tools, types 
of houses of the level of living that seems to 
nrevail. 
?. Clean-cut oucstions which arise from the facts 
observed - questions ~hich obviously must be 
answered by further study of the region in order 
to gain real insight into the lives and problems 
of the people in this part of our world. 
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r,:aine Countryside 
1. Field in ~Ninter 
2. Maine countryside 
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Occunational Guid.Bnce 
1/ 
Ho[YGock: savs that some of U!.e best visual aids are home-
made such as: 
1. Pictures of former students engaged in their 
present activities at college or at work. 
2. Children at v7ork in school. 
3. One v.1orker nerforming all duties of his job. 
8 • Work of 8 barber from honing 8 razor to 
sweeping t:r e floor. 
b. Work of Et medical la borc:1 tory technologist. 
Honnock feels t~at this picture story is far superior to 
most of the text book explanations of occupations. He also 
su~gests that the teacher who wishes to do a superior job will 
find belnful suggestions in "The Technique of the Picture 
.. ' 2/" 
Story" by l<:Tich- and Eberman. 
1/ Robe~t Honnock, Occunational Information. McGraw-hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, 1957, p. 289. 
2/ D. D. Mich and E. Eberman, The Technique of the Picture 
Story. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Nevr York, 194·5. 
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Picture Story of an Occuoation 
Picture Story of a Baker 
1. Measurin~ t~e flour 
2. Rollin~ the dough 
3. Fr8stin~ the cake 
4. Takin~ pies out of the oven 
5. Puiting rolls in the free~er 
6. Results of his vrork 
Picture Story of a Meat Cutter Who Ovrns His ov~n Store 
1. The store 
? Cuttin~ the meat 
3. Dressin~ the show case 
4. Waitin,o: on a customer 
5. Puttin~ groceries on the shelf 
6. S'weepinp; the floor 
.. -~ 
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